The classic Fair, Isaac score development problem is to find a score engineered scorecard that maximizes divergence. Over the years, Fair, Isaac has developed excellent solutions to this problem, but we have never solved it exactly -until now. INFORM9, INFORM11, INFORM12 (ITP), and INFORM13 (References [1], [5], [6], [7])
The purpose of this paper is to describe how to solve five different score engineered score development problems with quadratic programming. The problems are called For a fraud score test case, I provide all of the MATLAB code for solving the five problems, and provide the resulting score weights and divergences.
For the first problem, I compare my solution to two other solutions to the same problem. The first alternative solution is based on the Hooke-Jeeves version of INFORM-NLP (also known as INFORM13), and the second alternative solution is based on SAS quadratic programming, which was developed by Gerald Fahner.
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Fair
Score formula
In this paper I consider a score of the form , Score = ∑ ! ! " !#$ where the are arbitrary numerical predictors and the are score weights. Of course in multiple regression theory the are called regression coefficients and in linear discriminant analysis the score is called a linear discriminant. In the case where the are attribute indicator variables, the score is a scorecard. In INFORM-NLP (formerly called INFORM13) theory the score was transformed to so-called space (see Reference [1] ), where the score was also of the above form.
The score can be written in matrix notation as , where I use bold to indicate a matrix or vector and use to indicate ordinary matrix multiplication.
Score moments
One problem considered in this paper is to maximize the divergence of subject to a large set of score engineering constraints. In order to describe this problem mathematically, I need to introduce some notation.
).
,..., ,..., The relevant score moments are
The above expectations and variances are computed with respect to the observation weights (e.g., the sample weights) , which impose a probability distribution over the observations.
The divergence of the score is This is a ratio of quadratic functions of .
Score engineering
At Fair, Isaac, scores are developed under what is called score engineering. For scorecards, score engineering includes centering constraints, no-inform constraints, cross restrictions, grouping restrictions, in weighting, pattern constraints, score weight size constraints, and weight of evidence scale. All of these score engineering constraints amount to constraints on the score weights, . Here I write these constraints in mathematical notation. 
The centering, no-inform, cross restrictions, grouping restrictions, and in-weighting constraints can be defined by a set on linear equality constraints in . In matrix notation these can be written as . The pattern constraints are a set of linear inequality constraints, which can be written as . The size constraints are a set of linear inequality constraints, which can be written as .
The two types of linear inequality constraints are specified separately, because they will be treated differently by the score development algorithm.
The weight of evidence scale constraint is the non-linear equality constraint or . This is a quadratic equality constraint in .
Fair Isaac score development problem
The Fair, Isaac score development problem can now be expressed in mathematical programming language. It is to As it stands, this is not a quadratic program. The objective function is a ratio of quadratic functions -not quadratic. Most of the constraints are linear -except for the weight of evidence constraint, which is non-linear. So it is a non-linear programming problem.
I find it fascinating that this problem has never been optimally solved at Fair, Isaacuntil recently. The current version of the production score development system is based on the INFORM11 weights engine. Using linear programming, INFORM11 produces a score, which is a sufficient statistic for log odds under proprietary assumptions. INFORM11 usually produces a score with good divergence, but it is not maximum divergence.
The Inform Test Platform (ITP) and the SAS version of INFORM-NLP use the Hooke-Jeeves pattern search algorithm to solve the classic Fair, Isaac problem, which is stated above. However, recent research has shown that the Hooke-Jeeves pattern search algorithm does not always precisely maximize divergence. This is because the algorithm is a heuristic and can get stuck in small wedges of score weight space. INFORM-NLP usually yields a higher divergence than INFORM11, but it is not always maximum divergence.
One of the aims of this paper is to show how to solve the Fair, Isaac score development problem exactly using quadratic programming.
Classic Problem
Mathematical formulation of the classic problem
In most applications of the Fair, Isaac problem, we have the conditions Clearly the centering constraints have zero on the right hand side. On the weight of evidence scale, the no-inform constraint has zero on the right hand side. A typical cross restriction or group restriction is of the form , which can be written as .
The only exception to is non-zero in weighting, which is somewhat rare.
A typical pattern constraint is of the form , which can be written as .
I call this typical case, the
Classic problem
One thing that makes this problem difficult is the non-linear weight of evidence constraint. The role of this constraint is to keep the score weights on a standard scale. Without this constraint, there would be no unique solution to this problem, because divergence is invariant to a multiplication of the score weights by a constant.
But there is an alternative way to constrain the score weights to be on some reasonable scale. Just use the simple linear constraint , where is an apriori guess at the maximum divergence associated with the optimal solution. Then the problem becomes
Alternative to classic problem
This problem maximizes divergence on some other scale that is an approximation to the weight of evidence scale. This quadratic program maximizes divergence on a scale defined by , which is only an approximation to the weight of evidence scale. It turns out that if I transform the solution to the classic quadratic program to the weight of evidence scale, then I get a solution to the classic problem. I state this as a theorem.
Theorem 1
Let be a solution to the classic quadratic program, and let be its transformation to a weight of evidence scale. Then is a solution to the classic problem.
Proof
Let be the solution to the classic problem. 
In Lemma 2 below, I show that is feasible for the classic quadratic program. Hence, .
Since divergence is invariant to linear transformations, we have Hence .
(
Equations (1) and (2) imply , which proves Theorem 1.
Q.E.D
Lemma 1
is feasible for the classic problem.
Proof Define , where .
Note that .
Next note that
And finally note that
So the score weight vector, , is on the weight of evidence scale, it satisfies the linear equality constraints, and it satisfies the linear inequality constraints.
Q.E.D
Lemma 2
is feasible for the classic quadratic program.
Proof
First note that .
Next note that .
And finally note that .
Q.E.D
In summary, I have shown that in order to solve the classic problem, you need only solve the classic quadratic program and transform the solution to the weight of evidence scale. This takes 7 seconds on my PC using MATLAB.
MATLAB quadratic programming
The general quadratic program solved by MATLAB is
MATLAB formulation of classic quadratic program
In the previous section I argued that the classic problem could be reduced to the classic quadratic program 
Fraud case study
Data
For the case study, I use the high-risk fraud data used by Nina Shikaloff and Gerald Fahner in their INFORM-NLP studies. These data were also used in my previous fraud studies reported in [3] and [4] .
The SAS data set that I started with is called iphr_i and is located in /fico/prod/ap/score/rde/znxs5/bldcard/unix/db
The SAS program that I used to convert the relevant variables in the SAS data set to a UNIX text file is given in Appendix 1.
INFORM-NLP scorecard
Nina Shikaloff has applied the SAS version of INFORM-NLP to this data. This version of INFORM-NLP is based on the Hooke-Jeeves pattern search algorithm. Since this is a heuristic, it finds an excellent solution, but not necessarily the optimal solution. The scorecard is shown in Appendix 2. This large scorecard involves a heavy use of score engineering, so it is a good case study. The characteristics and attributes used are shown in this scorecard.
The attribute indicator variables in the SAS data set are of the form , where (varies over characteristics) and
, where is the number of attributes for characteristic . For every characteristic, corresponds to the NO INFORMATION attribute, which is always listed as the last attribute, even when it has no counts.
In Appendix 1, the characteristics are listed in the same order as they appear in the scorecard. And the attribute indicator variables are also ordered in the same order as they appear in the scorecard. So, for example, attribute indicator variables v1_1 -v1_6, v1_0 are associated with char170. The complete list is:
MATLAB code for the classic quadratic program
As described above, in order to set up the classic quadratic program, I need to first compute the matrices .
Computation of
The SAS program in Appendix 1 created a UNIX text file called frdata, which had 14,000 rows and 206 variable -space delimited. This UNIX text file was converted to a ub lb bp f0
C PC text file called Frdata.txt. The MATLAB command for putting this into a MATLAB matrix called Frdata is load Frdata.txt;
In the matrix Frdata, the attribute indicator variables are variables 36 through 206. The MATLAB command for creating the overall design matrix is X=Frdata(:,36:206);
Warning: Unfortunately, this X is related to, but not exactly the same as the random vector of prediction variables, , which appears in the theory.
The indicator variable for non-fraud is variable 32. So the MATLAB command for creating the overall performance vector (a vector) is
The serial number is variable 3, so the MATLAB command for creating the serial number vector is sn=Frdata(:, 3);
The validation sample corresponds to observation with serial numbers 1,4 and 8. So the MATLAB commands for creating the development and validation performance variable are yv=y(((sn==1)|(sn==4)|(sn==8))); yd=y(~((sn==1)|(sn==4)|(sn==8)));
Similarly, to create the design matrix for the development sample and the validation sample, use the MATLAB commands Xd=X(~((sn==1)|(sn==4)|(sn==8)),:);
Xv=X(((sn==1)|(sn==4)|(sn==8)),:);
To create the development and validation design matrices for the goods and bads, the MATLAB commands are XdG=Xd(yd==1,:); XdB=Xd(yd==0,:); XvG=Xv(yv==1,:); XvB=Xv(yv==0,:);
To compute the development average covariance matrix, the MATLAB command is C=(Cov(XdG)+Cov(XdB))/2;
In MATLAB, this is easy. The command is d=(mean(XdG)-mean(XdB))';
Each row of corresponds to a score engineering equality constraint. In this problem there are 25 centering constraints, 25 no inform constraints, and 9 cross restriction constraints, for a total of 59. The number of score weights is 171. So is a matrix.
The first step in the process is to create a matrix of zeros. This is done with the MATLAB command Ac=zeros(59,171);
Centering constraints
Now I work on the first 25 rows of , which are the centering constraints. There is one centering constraint for each characteristic. Define a vector, called high, of 25 score weight indices, which give the last attribute of each characteristic. For example, the last score weight index of characteristic 170 is 7 and the last score weight index of characteristic 191 is 14, etc. 
The centering constraints involve attribute weights. Initially, all of these weights can be put into one vector with the MATLAB command e=mean(XdG)+mean(XdB);
Now we can replace the first 25 rows of with the correct values, which are given by the MATLAB commands
No Information constraints
The next 25 rows of contain the left-hand side of the no information constraints. A no information constraint just sets a no information score weight equal to zero. The MATLAB commands for the next 25 rows are for i=1:25 Ac(i+25,high(i))=1; end Ac Ac
Computation of
From the scorecard in Appendix 2 we can see that there are 106 pattern constraints. Each pattern constraint corresponds with one row of the matrix , so is a matrix. We initialize with all zeros via the MATLAB command 
Associated with each is a value of . In most cases, , but there are exceptions.
The MATLAB code for computing the vector of is k=j+1;
Associated with each is a coefficient, which is either (+1) or (-1) (see above discussion). The coefficients associated with the are given in the MATLAB vector, a, which is computed by the following MATLAB code.
a=ones (1,106 The coefficients associated with the are given in the MATLAB vector, na, which is just the negative of a , and is computed by the following MATLAB code.
na=-a;
These vectors can now be used to compute the matrix as follows for i = 1:106
Ap(i,j(i))=a(i);
Computation of f0=zeros(171,1); bp=zeros(106,1); lb=(-inf)*ones(171,1); ub=inf*ones(171,1);
Matrices for the classic quadratic program
As we saw above, the matrices needed for the quadratic classic problem are
In this paper, I will be describing many application of the MATLAB quadratic programming algorithm. The MATLAB notation for these matrices for this first problem is H1, f1, Aeq1, beq1, A1, b1, l1, and u1.
The MATLAB code for computing these matrices is Note that I chose .
Initial solution for the quadratic program
To run the MATLAB quadratic program, you need an initial solution. I suspect that it is a good idea to have a pretty good initial solution. Here is how I generated a pretty good initial solution.
I first ran the quadratic program with no pattern constraints with the MATLAB code
The variable x01 is a score weight vector. I then heuristically adjusted this score weight vector so that it was feasible for the pattern constraints. 
Solving the quadratic program
The MATLAB code for solving the quadratic program is S1=quadprog(H1,f0,Ap,bp,Aeq1,beq1,lb,ub,x01) ;
Transformation to weight of evidence scale
As we have discussed, this solution is not quite on a weight of evidence scale. You convert it to the weight of evidence scale via the MATLAB code scr1dG=XdG*S1; scr1dB=XdB*S1; beta1=(2*(mean(scr1dG)-mean(scr1dB)))/ . . .
(cov(scr1dG)+cov(scr1dB)); S1=beta1*S1;
Fraud solution to the classic quadratic program
The solution is given in Appendix 2. The development divergence is 1.753. The development divergence for the Hooke-Jeeves version of INFORM-NLP is 1.732, which is less than 1.753. This proves that the Hooke-Jeeves version of INFORM-NLP does not maximize divergence even though it is designed to do so. The reason is the heuristic nature of the Hooke-Jeeves pattern search algorithm.
The quadratic program also produced a score that has more validation divergence than the Hooke-Jeeves INFORM-NLP score. This would not always be the case, but it was true for this example.
Gerald Fahner has developed SAS software for maximizing divergence using SAS quadratic programming. His solution is given as the second score in Appendix 2. As you can see, Gerald's solution is virtually the same as mine.
Penalized Classic Problem
Mathematical formulation of the penalized classic problem
The penalized version of the classic problem is
Penalized classic quadratic program
This can be re-expressed as where is a identity matrix. As you can see, this is also a quadratic program. 
MATLAB formulation of the penalized classic quadratic program
For the penalized classic quadratic program, the matrices in the general form of the MATLAB quadratic program are
MATLAB code for the penalized classic quadratic program
The MATLAB notation for these matrices for the penalized classic quadratic program is H2, f2, Aeq2, beq2, A2, b2, l2, and u2.
The MATLAB code for computing these matrices is The only matrix that changes for the penalized classic quadratic program is the matrix. Note that I chose . This is the value that maximized divergence on the validation sample. It was found by a line search in space. The MATLAB code for solving the penalized classic quadratic program is S2=quadprog(H2,f0,Ap,bp,Aeq1,beq1,lb,ub,x01) ;
Fraud solution to the penalized classic quadratic program
As we have discussed, this solution is not quite on a weight of evidence scale, but can be transformed to the weight of evidence scale in the usual way.
The solution is given in Appendix 2. The development divergence is 1.752, which is smaller than the development divergence for Score 1 -the un-penalized case. However, the validation divergence is slightly larger than for score 1, which is what was expected with an optimal choice of .
For many of the attributes, the score weights for Score 2 are closer to zero than the score weights for Score 1. This is what I expected. However, the number of attributes, for which this was not true, surprised me.
Non-zero In-weighting Problem
Mathematical formulation of the non-zero in-weighting problem
A non-zero in-weight is of the form , where . In this case, the classic It is well known (private communication from Bob Oliver) that under regularity conditions, this problem can be solved by putting the quadratic constraint into the objective function with a Lagrange multiplier, and then solving an iterative sequence of quadratic programs. 
MATLAB formulation of the non-zero in-weighting quadratic program
The objective function for the non-zero in-weighting quadratic program can be rewritten as 
MATLAB code for the non-zero in-weighting quadratic program
In this application and I will take , which was the optimal value for the penalized classic quadratic program.
The MATLAB notation for the matrices in the non-zero in-weighting quadratic program is H3, f3, Aeq3, beq3, A3, b3, l3, and u3.
The MATLAB code for computing the matrices, which are the same as for the classic quadratic program, is A3=Ap;
b3=bp; l3=lb;
u3=ub;
As an initial value of I take . So the MATLAB code for computing H3 and f3 is H3=2*((.1)*C+(.095/171)*eye (171) The MATLAB code for solving the non-zero in-weighting quadratic program is S3=quadprog(H3,f3,Ap,bp,Aeq3,beq3,lb,ub,S2);
Fraud solution to the non-zero in-weighting quadratic program
The iterations of this quadratic program, over during the line search, went as follows:
. The final score weights, , along with the development and validation divergences are shown in Appendix 2. As expected, the development divergence is slightly smaller due to the in weighting. Also note that are in-weighted to the correct values of .5
and .3 respectively. And I verified that Score 3 is on the weight of evidence scale. NLP. If we take Score 3 to be the result of Stage 1, then the relaxation of the divergence can be something like
The are target score weights for the range engineering. The idea is to move the score weights towards these targets without losing too much divergence. If you want to shrink certain score weights as much as possible, then you could set their to zero. If you want to expand certain positive score weights as much as possible (within reason), then you can set their too be something like +3. If you want to expand certain negative score weights as much as possible (within reason), then you can set their too be something like -3.
The allow you to put more or less emphasis on engineering the individual score weights.
In this paper I will not address the issue of a user interface to these parameters, or even what recommended values they should take. It is clear that this mathematical approach gives the user a lot of flexibility in engineering the score weight ranges.
To express this problem in matrix notation, note that 
is a diagonal matrix with as the diagonal element. Further matrix algebra yields . So the range engineering problem can be re-expressed as
The term can be dropped from the objective function, because it is a constant. And the weight of evidence constraint can be used to simplify the divergence constraint. The result is In this application and I will take , which was the optimal value for the penalized classic quadratic program.
The MATLAB notation for the matrices in the range engineering quadratic program is H4, f4, Aeq4, beq4, A4, b4, l4, and u4.
The MATLAB code for computing the matrices, which are the same as for the classic quadratic program (problem 1), is l4=lb;
u4=ub;
The MATLAB code for computing the matrices, which are the same as for the non-zero in-weighting quadratic program (problem 3), is
Aeq4=Aeq3;
beq4=beq3;
The MATLAB code for computing the matrices A4 and b4 is
b4= [-1.64;zeros(106,1) ];
To compute H4 and f4 I need to first compute . For this application, I will only do range engineering on the first two characteristics; i.e., the first 14 attributes. I will make all 14 attributes equally important, so I want to do range restriction for characteristic 170 and range expansion for characteristic 191. For characteristic 170, the target attribute score weights will be roughly one half of the optimal score weights; i.e., 0, .15, .08, -.03, -.13, -.44, and 0. For characteristic 191, the target attribute score weights will be roughly 1.5 times the optimal score weights; i.e., 0, -1.71, -1.55, -.86, -.003, .14, and 0. As an initial value of I take (based on some experience with this problem) . So the MATLAB code for computing H4 and f4 is H4=2*((.019)*C+R+(.095/171)*eye (171));
f4=-((.019)*d+2*R*T);
The MATLAB code for solving the range engineered quadratic program is S4=quadprog(H4,f4,A4,b4,Aeq3,beq3,lb,ub,S3);
Fraud solution to the range engineered quadratic program
.019 .0120
.025 -.00063
The final score weights, , along with the development and validation divergences are shown in Table 1 . As expected, the development divergence is 1.641, which is slightly above the lower bound of 1.64. Note that are in-weighted to the correct values of .5 and .3 respectively. The score weight range for characteristic 170 has been restricted and the score weight range for characteristic 191 has been expanded. And I verified that score 4 is on the weight of evidence scale. The score engineered regression problem can be put into matrix notation by defining some new matrices. Let
In this notation, the score engineered regression problem is
The first part of the objective function can be expanded as follows:
]. Since is a constant, it can be dropped from the objective function. The result is Score engineered regression quadratic program
MATLAB formulation of the score engineered regression quadratic program
For the score engineered regression quadratic program, the matrices in the general form of the MATLAB quadratic program are
MATLAB code for the score engineered regression quadratic program
The first step to computing these matrices is to compute .
I take the variable to be the indicator variable of non-fraud. The MATLAB vector for this variable is yd (see Section 2.5), where d stands for the development sample. For the computation of Xd,Ai,Ac, and Ap see Sections 2.5, 4.3, 2.5, and 2.5 respectively.
The MATLAB notation for the matrices in the score engineered regression quadratic program is H5, f5, Aeq5, beq5, A5, b5, l5, and u5.
The MATLAB code for these matrices is To run the score engineered regression quadratic program, I need a starting solution. For this I will use x05=[.5;S3];
The MATLAB code for solving the score engineered regression quadratic program is beta5=quadprog(H5,f5,Apr,bp,Aeq5,beq5,lb,ub,x05);
Fraud solution to the score engineered regression quadratic program
The intercept term is beta5(1)= .499. The scorecard part of the regression formula is called and is shown in Appendix 2. Note that the score weights tend to be smaller than for the other scores. This is because is not on a weight of evidence scale. In fact you have to multiply by 2.874 to transform it to a weight of evidence scale. However, satisfies all of the score engineering constraints -including the non-zero in weighting.
The development divergence of is only .926. This is partly due to the inappropriate in weighting, but it also shows that simple least squares regression is not the best way to solve the binary outcome problem. put (recordno) (6.) (blank) ($2.) (acctnb) ($16.) ( serialn factin prfnum char170 char191 char193 char211 char260 char320 char330 char380 char471 char503 char533 char635 char665 char710 char830 char835 char840 char843 char860 char870 char950 char960 char961 char962 char965) (28*15.5)
v24_1-v24_9 v24_0 v25_1-v25_9 v25_0) (176*2.) ; run ; S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 char170 -9999999 1 " = 0 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 char170 0-<5 2 > 3 0.303 0.306 0.306 0.307 0.500 0.500 0.5 7 " = 0 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 char191 -9999999 8 " = 0 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 char191 0-<2 9 < 10 -1. 78 " = 0 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 char635 0 79 0.000 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.002 -0.024 0.001 
S1
S2 S3 S4 S5 char710 -9999999 90 " = 0 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 char710 -9999998 91 " = 0 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 char710 0 92 > 93 0.072 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.062 0.056 0.007 char710 1-<360 93 > 94 0.072 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.062 0.056 0.007 char710 360-<675 94 >95 0.013 0.043 0.043 0.041 0.036 0.001 0.003 char710 675-<2435 95 > 96 -0.359 -0.343 -0.343 -0.342 -0.320 -0.272 -0.035 char710 2435-High 96 -0.359 -0.343 -0.343 -0.342 -0.320 -0.272 -0.035 char710 NO INFORMATION 97 " = 0 " 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 char830 0 98 > 99 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.004 0.002 char830 1 99 > 100 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.004 0.002 
